
          SUNDAY, 03/12/23 

 

C1 - PRIX JEAN-FRANCOIS MAURY - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 6.000  

 

1. FALPACINO - Fifth last time out but returns barefoot. Impressive winning spree earlier this year and 
should make a bold bid 

2. GLASGOW RANGERS - Fourth last time out. Yet to win this year but has  placed on more than five 
occasions. Might play a minor role 

3. GENTLEMAN SMART - Unreliable since being runner up back in September. Showed improvement 

when fourth last time out. Place chance 

4. FESTIVAL DE LARRE - On a long losing steak and unreliable of late. Showed improvement when sixth 
mast time out but others are preferred 

5. GATWICK - Victorious last time out over this distance. Consistent and should have a winning chance in 
this line-up 

6. FELICIE DE MARCAY - Best recent run was when runner up back in October over this distance. Fifth 
place last time out and can do better this time 

7. GENGIS - Eighth last time out and has disqualification issues. Needs to find a few lengths to win this race 

8. GUINESS GRIFF - Unreliable as of late. Best run of late was as runner up back in July. Place chance if 
smart 

9. GRANITA DES BOIS - Third last time out. Has finished as runner up both previous performances and is 
clearly not out of it 

10. GLORIA D'AVE - Unreliable of late and has disqualification issues. Fifth last time round but others are 
preferred 

11. GAPACHE DE HOUELLE - Ran well in September when runner up. Ninth in last run but may contest 
the finish if smart 

12. GEORGIO DU DERBY - Eighth last time out and has major disqualification issues. Others are preferred 
this time 

13. GRISBI DE CARVEL - Disqualified last time out but did better when victorious earlier this month. Place 

chance 

14. GIVE ME GLAM - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak. Eleventh last time out and others are 
preferred 

Summary : FALPACINO returns barefoot after finishing fifth place last time out when not barefoot. He is 
best when unshod and can bounce back to score. GATWICK can double up after an impressive victory last 
performance. FELICIE DE MARCAY was not disgraced at fifth place last time out and did well when runner 
up back in October over this distance. GRANITA DES BOIS has placed in all last three attempts and can 
contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

FALPACINO (1) - GATWICK (5) - FELICIE DE MARCAY (6) - GRANITA DES BOIS (9) 



          SUNDAY, 03/12/23 

C2 - PRIX MAURICE DE FOLLEVILLE - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - Class - Mounted - EUR € 26.000  

 

1. HENOCK JENILOU - Remains barefoot. Eleventh place last time out and has room to improve. Best 
watched this time 

2. HARMONIEUX HUB - Runner up last time out when barefoot but has yet to win this year. Could sneak 

some minor money 

3. HIP HOP D'EURVAD - Unreliable since winning in January. Has major disqualification issues and is best 

watched this time 

4. GALAXIE MISS - Victorious earlier this month. Disappointed when eighth in last run. May cause an upset 
if finding best form 

5. HOLD UP D'OUDON - Ran well when fourth in last outing and was not disgraced in October as well. Can 
play a minor role 

6. HEAT DE LA GRAVE - Eighth last time out. On a losing streak and has major disqualification issues. 
Others are preferred 

7. GORAZON - Unreliable since May when runner up. Showed improvement in  last run when sixth. Might 
play a minor role 

8. IRIA METIS - Disqualified last time out when barefoot. Not Barefoot this time but is not out of it on best 

form 

9. INDIAN MYSTIC - Major disqualification issues. Clearly is capable of running when smart and could 
contest the finish 

10. IANINA DES BORDES - Ran well when third when barefoot in last performance. Not barefoot this time 
round but has a winning chance in this line-up 

11. ICE CREAM D'ETE - Ran well when runner up in July. Eighth last time round but can improve. Place 
chance if smart 

12. GIORGIO DE LOU - Has major disqualification issues. Ran well when runner up in January but ihas 
been unreliable since 

13. FAUCON MALTAIS - Unreliable since being runner up in June. Ninth last time round. Others are 

preferred this time 

14. INDICE DELADOU - Ran well when runner up last outing. Also ran well back in September. Remains 

barefoot and has a winning chance 

15. FILON D'OR - Showed ability back in June when victorious back to back. Disqualified last time out but 
can bounce back to score if smart 

Summary : IANINA DES BORDES ran well when third last time out and can do a lot better this time. 
INDICE DELADOU remains barefoot after running well back in September and finished as runner up in 
latest performance. Can go one better. FILON D'OR can bounce back after previous disqualification if 
showing glimpse of his potential. Back in June with back to back victories. was an indication of his ability.  
INDIAN MYSTIC ran well back in March and could bounce back with a better run this time. 

SELECTIONS 

IANINA DES BORDES (10) - INDICE DELADOU (14) - FILON D'OR (15) - INDIAN MYSTIC (9) 



          SUNDAY, 03/12/23 

C3 - PRIX MAX DAGUZAN-GARROS - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 23.000  

 

1. KELLE STAR DI PAO - Victorious back in October. Did well when runner up last time out and can go one 
better this time 

2. KEONA DELALANDE - Disappointed last time out and has disqualification issues. Yet to win this year. 

Others preferred 

3. KING ROC - Has disqualification issues and has been unreliable since winning back in July. Place 

chance 

4. KHARA DUEM - Ran well when runner-up last time out and has been consistent without winning. She 
should contest the finish again 

5. KRISS D'AVIGNERE - Unreliable but has won three times including latest start. Hard to trust but is 
capable of winning 

6. KHEA DRY - Runner up back in August. Victorious in September and was not disgraced last time out. 
Clearly has a shot at winning 

7. KADO DES MOLLES - Has disqualification issues but has placed three times in last 5 attempts. Can 
contest the finish 

8. KELLY CHARLY ERA - Has major disqualification issues and is clearly unreliable. Probably best 

watched this time 

9. KOCCINELLE BEY - Victorious in September. Not disgraced when fourth last time out. Can contest the 
finish if smart 

10. KOPECK DES BORDES - Has disqualification issues. Did well when runner-up last time out but has not 
win since January. Might place 

11. KATOKI - Ran well when fourth last time out. Won first two attempts in impressive fashion. Not out of it 

12. KATONA - Disappointed in last two attempts. Victorious back in February but others are preferred 

13. KALINA BABY - Not disgraced when third place last time out. Did well when runner-up in November. 
Place chance 

14. KINAYA DU CHATELET - Victorious earlier this year. Disappointed last time out but may contest the 
finish if wise 

Summary : KELLE STAR DI PAO impressed when victorious in September and was not disgraced when 
runner up last time round. Clearly the one to beat.  ADO DES MOLLES did well back in June when 
victorious and has placed twice in last five attempts so could be a threat. KHARA DUEM did well when 
runner up last time out and deserves consideration. KHEA DRY was runner up back in August and won well 

in September and is another that can win. 

SELECTIONS 

KELLE STAR DI PAO (1) - KADO DES MOLLES (7) - KHARA DUEM (4) - KHEA DRY (6) 



          SUNDAY, 03/12/23 

C4 - PRIX ROLAND JAFFRELOT - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 23.000  

 

1. JOSEPHA CHOUP - Fifth last time out. Ran  well in October when third. A big ask here and others are 
preferred 

2. JUNO ELLIS - Victorious last time out when barefoot. Won twice over this distance last year and is not 

out of it 

3. JAVA DE ROUAISSE - Disappointing last run when eighth. Capable of better and did win in October but 

others are preferred 

4. JAGUAR DU LONDEL - Broke a long losing run when winning latest start. Unreliable and this is a 
stronger race. Others are preferred 

5. JEEMILA D'OR - Disappointed last time round. Yet to be victorious since June. Remains barefoot and 
others are preferred 

6. JACK REACHER - Victorious last performance. Won twice last year and has some ability. Has a winning 
chance in this line-up 

7. JOHNNY MIX - Has disqualification issues and is clearly hard to trust but is capable of earning some 
money when smart 

8. JAVA DU GILET - Ran well in October when barefoot and runner up. Remains barefoot and could play a 

minor role 

9. JIZUKE JIEL - Victorious in August when barefoot. Seventh last time out but is capable of better and is 
not out of it 

10. JASEUR - Unreliable but was runner up last time out when barefoot. Not barefoot this time but can 
contest the finish 

11. JAPPELOU DU SOIR - Remains barefoot. Has major disqualification issues and others are preferred at 
this venue 

12. JAIN DE CELLAND - Disappointed when  ninth last time out. Ran well in September but others are 
preferred 

13. JUST D'ERONVILLE - Shaky form since winning in June. Fifth last time out and may play a minor role at 

best 

14. JUPPY UP - Disappointed last time out at ninth place. Has major disqualification issues and is best 

watched this time 

15. JUNO DE BANVILLE - Not disgraced when sixth last time round. Won back to back contests previously 
and deserves respect in this line-up 

16. JONAGOLD - Tenth last time out but is barefoot this time. Runner up back in August back to back and 
has a winning chance 

Summary : JONAGOLD is better than the recent tenth place finish. Barefoot this time and can bounce back 
to score. JASEUR (10) is unreliable but ran well when runner-up last time out and can go one better in a 
very open looking race. JACK REACHER (6) has some ability and won well last time out so should be a 
lively runner. JIZUKE JIEL (9) seems better than the last run and can contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

JONAGOLD (16) - JASEUR (10) - JACK REACHER (6) - JIZUKE JIEL (9) 



          SUNDAY, 03/12/23 

C5 - PRIX CREDIT AGRICOLE NORD MIDI-PYRENEES - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - Class - Harness - EUR 

€ 23.000  

 
1. HARMONY ANGOT - Disqualified last three events and until that changes others are preferred. Best watched this time 

2. HERMIONE D'ARGENT - Remains barefoot. Last three runs fourth and similar can be expected in this lineup. Might 
place 

3. HICOKO DU SOLEIL - Remains barefoot. Last placed this track and trip when third in July and needs to improve 

4. HAVANO DU THAY - Been on a break since May and will probably need the run back. Did place third in May but is 
best watched this time 

5. HIPPY DE BENAC - Has not placed in last three efforts and others runners are preferred in this event 

6. HALLO DE CRENNES - Winner of penultimate for the fifth of his career. If putting best foot forward can be in the 
places 

7. HALMA DU BOCAGE - Runner up at track in May. Has had one run back from a break and could be sharper this time. 
Can upset 

8. HALLYDAY DE LORIOL - Disqualified in latest and unplaced in last two efforts. Can place at best in this lineup 

9. HOLLISTER DAY - Remains barefoot. Won three starts back and has not placed since that win. Others preferred 

10. HODE DE LA VRONDE - Remains barefoot. Penultimate start winner and fourth in latest in a class D. Has a winning 
chance 

11. HARDI FOSSAVIE - Remains barefoot. Runner up in latest and previous two was third. In good form and can be 
involved with the finish once again 

12. HAZARD D'AMOUR - Third in latest and winner of previous at Toulouse. Can be involved again at the finish 

13. HARKONNEN - Shoeing arrangement remains after being fourth at Toulouse. Was a winner three runs back and can 
play a minor role 

14. HERMES D'AIROU - Reverts to barefoot. Penultimate run at this track third. Been on a short break since September 
and others are preferred 

15. HOLD DREAM TURBO - Remains barefoot. He has had one run back from a break and might still need the run. 
Others are preferred 

16. HIMALAYA NARCY - Winner at this track in September and winner of latest. Deserves respect for that and has a 
winning chance 

17. HOCA - Remains barefoot. He has had two runs back from a break and could be ready to be involved with the finish. 
Consider 

18. HORIZON DU THAY - Remains barefoot. Runner up in latest and was a winner at track last year. Can go one better 
this time 

Summary : HORIZON DU THAY (18) has won at this course and was not disgraced when runner-up last time out. A 
narrow vote to score. HAZARD D'AMOUR (12) is in good form and should fight out the finish once again. HODE DE LA 
VRONDE (10) is holding form well and should contest the finish again. HALMA DU BOCAGE (7) should be sharper and 
fitter this time soi deserves some respect. 

SELECTIONS 

HORIZON DU THAY (18) - HAZARD D'AMOUR (12) - HODE DE LA VRONDE (10) - HALMA DU BOCAGE (7) 



          SUNDAY, 03/12/23 

C6 - GRAND PRIX BARON D'ARDEUIL AOC BUZET - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 

26.000  

 
1. GINGER DU PADOUENG - Has not placed this year and would be a shock winner. Others preferred 

2. FANTINE BRILLOUARD - Latest was a third which was a improvement. Will need to confirm that form to place 

3. HIGHWAY NARCY - Remains barefoot. Last three efforts have been lacking and needs to improve on those efforts 

4. HOLLY ANGELE - Remains barefoot. Penultimate start winner then unplaced. Needs to improve before selecting 

5. HONORINE DES PRES - A winner of two of last three. She has eight victories from forty one starts. Place prospects 

6. HARONA D'OLIVERIE - Runner up last two starts and is regularly in the frame. Fourteen places from  thirty nine starts 
and four wins. Can upset 

7. GLADIATOR DE NIMES - A winner and runner up in last three efforts. More of a place chance than a winning one 

8. GARIFAN DE CASTROU - Remains barefoot and is regularly in the places. Runner up in penultimate and is clearly not 
out of it 

9. HEROS DE BONNEFOI - Remains barefoot. A winner of last two and is a six time winner this year. One to consider 

10. FAKIR DE LA CRIERE - Been on a break since September and will probably need the run back 

11. EUNIS DU PATURAL - Runner up in latest but will have to confirm that run to get into the frame. Place prospects 

12. GIADA - She last placed in May and has not been far off them. Others are preferred in this line-up 

13. FORTUNE - Latest was unplaced and will have to show improvement on that effort to get into the frame 

14. ENERGIE MERITE - Disqualified in latest and when last at this track. If not disqualified can possibly play a minor role 

15. FEUILLE D'ERABLE - Remains barefoot and not in the best of form. Others are preferred 

16. GALUPIN DE PAIL - Runner up at this track in July and has won twice since. In good form and can fight at the finish 

17. FLASH DE LA NOE - Last placed when third at this track in September. Has not been far off them and can get into 
the action. Go close 

18. HAMIRAL NELSON - Remains barefoot and has two thirds from last three starts. Was a winner four runs back and 
can bounce back to score 

Summary : HAMIRAL NELSON (18) is in fair form and could be ready to score again. It is a very open looking race. 
FLASH DE LA NOE (17) has run well at this course and was not too far behind them lately so deserve some respect. 
GALUPIN DE PAIL (16) is in good form and should be right there at the finish. GARIFAN DE CASTROU (8) is a bit 
unreliable but can contest the finish. 

SELECTIONS 

HAMIRAL NELSON (18) - FLASH DE LA NOE (17) - GALUPIN DE PAIL (16) - GARIFAN DE CASTROU (8) 



          SUNDAY, 03/12/23 

C7 - PRIX SARL SANTIN - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - Class - Harness - EUR € 26.000  

 

1. IZAYA DE COUSSERAT - Winner of latest at Toulouse and has won four times this year. One to consider 
in this line-up 

2. IROCKO STRYCK - Runner up in latest and a winner three runs back. Reverts to barefoot which was the 

case when winning two in a row. Can upset 

3. IMPERATOR D'EM - Remains barefoot. He has had two runs back from a break and could be ready to 

win again 

4. IRRATI DUEM - A winner at this track in August and September. Form is good and ought to be right there 
at the finish 

5. IDEE FIXE BREIZH - Last three efforts have been lacking and will need to improve to make the frame 

6. IBIZA GRIFF - Has had two runs back from a break and is yet to show. Others are preferred 

7. IBERO BELLO - Remains barefoot. Consistent sort who has two thirds in last two and similar can be 
expected. Deserves respect 

8. INSTAGRAM - Remains barefoot. Runner up in penultimate  and has five wins from twenty five starts. 
Can feature 

9. INDRA DES BROUSSES - Been on a break since June and will probably need the run back from the 
absence 

10. I AM EAGLE - Runner up on latest and has placed in two of last three events. Similar can be expected. 
Place chance 

11. ICI PARIS - Remains barefoot. Runner up twice in last three efforts but will need to confirm the form 

12. ILOU FIRST RICHER - Remains barefoot. Runner up in latest and this will be the third run back from a 
break and could be fitter. Place chance 

13. ILTON CASH - Disqualified in last three events and until that changes pass by 

14. IGGY ROCK - Been on a break since June when third at this track. Will probably need the run back from 

the absence. Might place 

15. ITXASSOU - Last placed when third at this track in May an d more is needed to make the frame 

Summary : Ignore the last start disqualification and IMPERATOR D'EM (3) is capable of better and could 
bounce back to score. IRRATI DUEM (4) is in good form and should be a big runner again. IBERO BELLO 
(7) is consistent and should contest the finish yet again. INSTAGRAM (8) ran well when runner-up in 
penultimate start and is capable of winning a race like this. 

SELECTIONS 

IMPERATOR D'EM (3) - IRRATI DUEM (4) - IBERO BELLO (7) - INSTAGRAM (8) 



          SUNDAY, 03/12/23 

C8 - GRAND PRIX DYNAVENA - 2550m (a1 9/16m) - European - Harness - EUR € 44.000  

 

1. FERIA DU METZ - Last placed in June but has not been that far behind them and can make the frame 

2. ETIENOS DE CHENOU - Been on a break since August and will probably need the run back. 

3. EDITEUR LA RAVELLE - A winner in August and unplaced in seven runs since. Would be a shock 
winner 

4. ENDIAN DE BANVILLE - Been struggling of late and will need to improve if going to trouble the judge 

5. FUTUR DU CHENE - Remains barefoot and has not been that far behind them. Place prospects at best 
but needs to do more to win 

6. GOLD D'OCCAGNES - Runner up in latest and has not been far behind. Can make the frame in this 
lineup 

7. HELIOS D'ELA - Latest start winner and was a runner up at track in September. Has claims on best form 

8. GWENDOLO BELLO - Remains barefoot. Was sixth in latest and did win two in a row in July and August. 

Not out of it 

9. ELAN D'HARCOUEL - Fourth in latest at Toulouse and has been there or thereabouts recently. Could 
play a minor role 

10. EPISTOLAIRE - Last placed in March but has not been that far behind them. Place prospects at best 

11. GARDNER SHAW - Remains barefoot. A winner of latest at Argentan and has won four times times this 
year. Go close 

12. GUEVARA DU PONT - Has been off form for some time and best to pass this one by. Others are much 

preferred 

13. DORUCK - Remains unshod. Disqualified last time out but did better when fifth at this in penultimate 
start. Might play a minor role 

14. FRENCH MAN - Remains barefoot. Has two thirds recently at this track but may need to do more to win 
this race. Place chance 

15. HASTRONAUTE - Third in latest when barefoot but that changes. If holding form can make a minor 
place 

16. FILOU D'ANJOU - Last three efforts has not been far behind and can be ready to score again. Deserves 
respect in this line-up 

17. FAKIR MERITE - Runner up in penultimate and winner of previous two. Should make a bold bid in this 
line-up 

Summary : FAKIR MERITE (17) is in good form and looks the right one to be with in this lucky last race. 
FILOU D'ANJOU (16) has been fair of late and could be ready to do even better this time. GARDNER 
SHAW (11) has won four times this year including latest win so deserves respect. HELIOS D'ELA (7) won 
well last time out and is capable of winning again. 

SELECTIONS 

FAKIR MERITE (17) - FILOU D'ANJOU (16) - GARDNER SHAW (11) - HELIOS D'ELA (7) 

 


